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This conversion of his old friend the "Horse-Head" into
the mysterious "they" of men's bewildered respect for their
perplexing partners would have tickled our friend's fancy if
it had not been for the image he saw in the sunshine of that
lamentable expression. No doubt something of what he felt
was due to the actual sweat of this elderly convert to Com-
munism; but Dud never forgot how the man's Roman nose
emerged at that moment from the troubled outlines of his
face, like an undefeated standard out of a confused mel£e.
"I'll do what I can," he murmured. "I'll talk to Miss Ravel-
ston. In these things women are wiser than we are. Yes, I'll
do what I can, Claudius. I'll talk to Wizz."
The appearance of the owner of the coal-yard ended their
conversation; and No-man, saluting this worthy in his most
propitiatory manner, went off in haste.
He felt disinclined to go straight to his lodging; and taking
the path below the prison-slope to the Hangman's Cottage
he decided to follow the track between the ditches as far as the
Blue Bridge. Here he walked more leisurely, turning several
times to survey the line of familiar landmarks that the old
town offered him from that quarter. How well he had come to
know them!—the prison first, then St. Peter's tower, then the
roof of the Corn Exchange, then All Saints' spire, and away
in a direct line behind it the tall brewery chimney on the Wey-
mouth Road, then the majestic outline of Fordington church,
and lastly, on the extreme outskirts of the town, the sacred
clump of trees planted by Hardy himself that marked the great
writer's home.
Pausing to glance at these objects, he found himself defending
his way of life against Wizzie's bitter attacks. After all it was
the stream of human existence down the centuries that swept
him out of himself more constantly than any immediate contact
It was in this, with its magical overtones and undertones, that
he sought to immerse himself. This was the impersonal element
in his subjective life; this was the reverse side of his cerebral
sensuality. It was to this winnowed reality, a reality caught
under a purged light falling on the less transient gestures of
our race, that his soul responded with a feeling that broke up
the limitations of his grosser nature.
He turned before his path actually reached the bridge, and
on his way back he noted with satisfaction how many cuckoo-

